A FUNERAL FOR AN OWL ~ REVIEWS
‘Jane Davis is an extraordinary writer, whose deft blend of polished prose and imaginative
intelligence makes you feel in the safest of hands.’ ~ J J Marsh, Triskele Books
‘If you want to laugh and cry and stamp and cheer – all in the space of a few hours of reading –
then this book is one for you. Highly recommended.’ ~ Bookmuse
‘Jane Davis has the insight and sensitivity of a great writer.’ ~ Awesome Indies
‘Author Jane Davis has an incredible eye for character. She lavishes her considerable talents on
developing her main protagonists into vibrant characters, filled with so much depth that you
can’t help but intuitively understand them.’ ~ Compulsion Reads
‘A Funeral for an Owl is a multi-layered story that hooks you from the beginning, and which you
don’t want to end.’ ~ Liza Perrat, Author
‘A Funeral for an Owl absolutely nails the moral dilemmas we live with in a modern society that
is supposed to protect the most vulnerable. If you found a child shivering in the street, hungry,
cold and afraid to go home, what would you do? At a time when putting a child 'in care' seems to
be the absolute opposite of that, does our duty to protect mean sometimes we have to step over
the line and risk our own reputations - even our jobs? This is what the two teachers in this
wonderful novel eventually do. And I found myself wishing that I'd have the courage to do the
same in the same circumstances.’ ~ The Book Witch, Blogger
‘Jane reminds me of Margaret Atwood, in that all her books are very different and seem to me to
be written in different voices. The quality and readability is consistent in all her works and I
would heartily recommend this grittier tale of modern urban living.’ ~ Peter Snell, Bookseller
‘Here is a confident and individual voice, writing fluently and interestingly. In A funeral for an
Owl she tells an original and moving story about something important.’ ~ Tanya Aydon, Reader
‘Every once in a while you read a book that really makes you stop and think about the
relationships people have with other people or family members that shapes their whole future. I
believe that this is one of those books.’ ~ Kindle Customer
‘Believable fiction at its best.’ ~ Amazon Reviewer
‘This author never fails to make you think about wider issues.’ ~ Amazon Reviewer

